We present a technique to efficiently importance sample distant, all-frequency illumination in indoor scenes. Standard environment sampling is inefficient in such cases since the distant lighting is typically only visible through small openings (e.g. windows). This visibility is often addressed by manually placing a portal around each window to direct samples towards the openings; however, uniformly sampling the portal (its area or solid angle) disregards the possibly high frequency environment map. We propose a new portal importance sampling technique which takes into account both the environment map and its visibility through the portal, drawing samples proportional to the product of the two. To make this practical, we propose a novel, portal-rectified reparametrization of the environment map with the key property that the visible region induced by a rectangular portal projects to an axis-aligned rectangle. This allows us to sample according to the desired product distribution at an arbitrary shading location using a single (precomputed) summed-area table per portal. Our technique is unbiased, relevant to many renderers, and can also be applied to rectangular light sources with directional emission profiles, enabling efficient rendering of non-diffuse light sources with soft shadows.
Introduction & Previous Work
Captured, image-based representations of illumination are a popular and effective technique to incorporate realistic lighting in virtual scenes. Blinn, Newell and Greene [BN76, Gre86] pioneered the use of environment maps in computer graphics, and their work was later extended to high dynamic range imagery by Debevec [Deb98] . Since then, environment lighting has remained a central tool in architectural visualization and film production for expressing rich, real-world illumination which would otherwise be difficult to represent synthetically.
In this context, we are concerned with computing the radiance L r reflected from a shade point x in direction ω o :
where ρ is the BRDF, L env is the distant lighting (defined by an environment map), V is the visibility to the environment, and d ω ⊥ represents the projected solid angle measure over the hemispherical domain Ω + . We are interested in the efficient Monte Carlo approximation of this integral. Many techniques exist for importance sampling just the environment map [ARBJ03, KK03, ODJ04, PH10] , just the BRDF [PH10, Hd14] , their product [BGH05, CJAMJ05, CETC06, SA07, RCL * 08, JCJ09], or some linear combination using multiple importance sampling (MIS) [Vea98] .
In this paper, we are particularly interested in rendering indoor scenes. These are typically characterized by closed off rooms connected to the outside only through a small set of visibility openings, e.g. windows or doors. Most of the environment is therefore occluded, and the aforementioned approaches-that importance sample only the environment map and/or the BRDF while excluding visibility-become ineffective. While some of the general product sampling techniques could theoretically be extended to account for visibility, e.g. by precomputing it or "rasterizing" it to a suitable form on-the-fly, and several advanced rendering algorithms for factoring in visibility exist [Jen95,CAM08,GKPS12,VKŠ * 14], they all require either significant memory usage, computation time, or complex data structures as visibility is typically unknown in general scenes.
To remedy this issue, sample guides called portals are frequently used in production to improve sampling efficiency. Portals are (manually) placed over windows and doors to mark connections to the outside, and samples are directed 
Figure 1: An indoor scene (a) with three example shading points and the corresponding regions of the environment map visible through the window (portal) on the right wall. An environment map parametrized using global spherical coordinates (b) leads to warped visible regions, which are difficult to sample. Performing MIS between portal and environment map sampling (c) leads to a linear combination of L env and V. By using our rectification (d), the visible regions become rectangular and efficient to sample.
towards the portals in hopes of hitting the environment map. Rectangular portals-considered in this paper-are most common as they balance sampling efficiency and the ability to approximate conventional architectural openings.
One would ideally like to draw light samples proportional, at each shade point, to the region of the environment map visible through the portal. Figure 1a ,b shows three such visible regions seen from three different shade points. While the portal is rectangular, the visible regions are warped due to the environment map projection, and their location and shape therefore differs for each shade point. This complexity has so far made direct, and efficient, sampling of the visible environment map an elusive goal.
A practical, but imperfect, way to account for visibility is to importance sample also the area or the solid angle [Arv95, UFK13] of the portal and combine it with one of the aforementioned techniques using MIS [Vea98] . While this is lightweight and is the current best practice, the resulting probability density function is only a linear combination of the individual, importance-sampled terms (illustrated in Figure 1c ), which can be quite far from the desired product (cf. Figure 1b) , wasting sampling effort.
Contributions & Overview. In this paper, we propose a practical way to directly importance sample the product of the portal visibility and environment map, effectively drawing samples at each shade point proportional to the visible environment map. To overcome the aforementioned challenges, we observe that the shape of the visible region depends heavily on the parametrization of the environment map (Figure 1b and c use standard spherical coordinates). This observation leads us to a novel, portal-rectified, hemispherical reparametrization (Section 2) of the environment map with the critical property that the visible region from any shade point always maps to an axis-aligned rectangular region in the environment map. This rectified projection allows us to develop a practical algorithm to importance sample the visible environment map (Section 3) while requiring just a single, precomputed, summed-area table per portal. The resulting sampling algorithm is unbiased and inexpensive.
Furthermore, the proposed parametrization enables evaluating the total energy of the environment map visible through the portal. In scenes with several portals, we can thus choose the portal to be sampled proportionally to its expected visible contribution. We incorporate our sampling technique into a path tracer and demonstrate its performance over existing approaches in Section 4. Finally, we show that our approach can also be applied to the dual problem of sampling a rectangular area light source with a directional emission profile.
Rectifying the Environment Map
We propose a new parametrization of the environment map based on rectified coordinates (α, β) to ensure that the portal always projects onto the environment map as an axis-aligned rectangle. After resampling the environment map using rectified coordinates, we show how to efficiently importance sample the rectangular visible region in the next section.
To simplify the derivation, we express all points and directions in a canonical coordinate frame illustrated in Figure 2 . The frame is centered at the shading point x, rotated to align the x and y axes with the horizontal edge e x and vertical edge e y of the portal, and uniformly scaled such that the portal is contained within the canonical portal plane at z = 1. Note that these transformations are merely to simplify notation and do not change the visible region.
Since the edges of the portal are aligned with the coordinate axes, we can trivially enforce axis-aligned rectangular visible regions by parametrizing the environment map using the x and y axes. This is however impractical for resampling the environment map as the axes extend to infinity. We overcome this problem by expressing the horizontal and vertical positions using the following angles, illustrated in Figure 2: (α, β) = φ(x, y) = (arctan(x), arctan(y)) .
The inverse mapping:
yields back the spatial coordinates, which can be transformed In rectified coordinates, points (x, y) on the portal are parametrized using the angles (α, β) subtended with the coordinate axes.
into a direction ω:
This direction can then be used for evaluating the environment map for a given coordinate frame and (α, β). We note that, although the canonical reference frame is defined by a shade point as well as the portal position and orientation, the direction ω only depends on the portal axes e x and e y and the rectified coordinates (α, β). This means that the environment map has to be resampled only once for each unique portal orientation, and not for each possible combination of portal and shade point, making our approach practical. An example of an environment map reparametrized in rectified coordinates is shown in Figure 3 .
Jacobian Determinant. Generating samples in rectified coordinates is convenient, but integration is typically performed with respect to the solid angle measure. In order to correctly transform probability densities with respect to one measure to the other, we need to compute the Jacobian determinant of the mapping between the two spaces. We derive this determinant in two steps: first, we compute the determinant with respect to the area measure on the canonical portal plane, after which we derive the determinant with respect to solid angle.
The Cartesian x and y coordinates serve as a surface area parametrization of the canonical portal plane. The relation to rectified coordinates can be expressed as:
The relation with respect to solid angle involves multiplying by the standard geometry term Figure 3: An illustration of rectified coordinates (α, β) over the hemisphere (left), an environment map resampled using rectified coordinates (center), and a contour plot of the resulting Jacobian in Equation (7) (right).
which can be further simplified with the trigonometric identity sec 2 (α) = 1+tan 2 (α) = 1+ x 2 and the definition of ω to obtain:
This relation only depends on the sampled direction ω and can be readily computed during sampling. A contour plot of the Jacobian is shown in Figure 3 .
Importance Map. Rectified coordinates will serve as a convenient sampling domain because they preserve axis-aligned straight lines (in contrast to spherical coordinates) and the joint distribution p(α, β) ∝ L env ( ω) can be decomposed into a product of marginal and conditional distributions, precomputed once for all shading points (as shown in the next section). To construct these distributions, we resample the luminance of L env using the rectified coordinates into a scalar importance table I. We additionally scale the luminance by the determinant in Equation (7) to account for non-uniform stretching of the importance map due to the rectification.
Since the canonical frame (and thus φ) is different for each portal orientation, a separate importance map is associated with each portal. It is also worth noting that as long as we look at the portal from one side only, it is sufficient to store only the upper hemisphere of I.
A Practical Sampling Algorithm
In this section, we describe a practical approach to importance sample the visible environment map in rectified coordinates. Given a shading point and a portal, we can compute the visible region of the importance map [α 0 , α 1 ] × [β 0 , β 1 ] as:
where (x 0 , y 0 ) and (x 1 , y 1 ) are the canonical coordinates of the bottom left and top right corner of the portal (see Figure 2 ).
Our goal is to choose a sample point (α, β) inside the visible region with probability p(α, β) ∝ I(α, β).
We draw samples following the standard importance sampling of discrete 2D distributions [PH10] : we view the values in the visible region of I as an unnormalized, piecewise constant PDF p(α, β), from which we derive a marginalized density p α (α) and a conditional density p β (β | α).
The main difference between our approach and traditional sampling of discrete distributions is that in our case, only a rectangular subset of I is used. This subset varies depending on the location of the shading point, meaning that the marginalized PDF is different for each x. In addition, since the extents of the visible region do not generally fall on integer coordinates in the discrete table, we need to properly consider fractional table cells.
To handle these problems, we transform the discrete table to a summed-area table [Cro84] , which allows evaluating integrals over rectangular windows in constant time. Linearly interpolating the summed-area table also allows us to compute integrals of fractional rectangles. We refer to the summed-area table version of I as S(α, β):
We also define a shorthand form R(a 0 , 
and the conditional CDF:
where h is the side length of a table cell and · h and · h round to the closest smaller and larger multiple of h, respectively. For a table with N × N grid cells, the cell side length is π/N.
Given two random variables ξ 1 , ξ 2 ∈ [0, 1], we can compute the corresponding α using P −1 α (ξ 1 ) and β using P −1 β (ξ 2 | α). Both the marginal and conditional CDFs are piecewise linear and can be inverted exactly. We provide pseudo-code for inverting P α in Algorithm 1. The inversion procedure follows standard bisection: first, a conservative interval of grid cells is computed that is guaranteed to contain P −1 α (ξ). This interval is then repeatedly shrunk until it is precisely one grid cell wide. The per-grid-cell CDF is linear and can be inverted directly. The inversion method for P β follows analogously, only using β 0 , β 1 and P β (·|α) instead of the α counterparts.
For purposes of integrating over the hemisphere, the sam-
pling PDF can be expressed in solid angle measure as:
Note that since we pre-multiplied I by the Jacobian in Equation (7), its inverse in Equation (12) will approximately cancel out (up to discretization error), leading to nearly perfect importance sampling of the visible environment map.
Implementation and Results
We integrated our importance sampling into a custom path tracer as an alternative light sampling strategy for portals and rectangular lights with directional emission profiles (specified in IES format [Ill91] ). Upon loading a scene, we precompute and store the summed-area table S for each portal/rect light. Note that portals with parallel axes, e.g. pairs of windows on the same wall in the Horse Room scene, can share the same S. During rendering, we estimate direct illumination using one BRDF sample and one light sample, which we combine using the power heuristic [Vea98] with exponent two.
Probabilistic Portal Selection. When multiple portals/lights are present, we would like to distribute the samples among the portals based on each portal's expected contribution. A straightforward approach is to approximate the contribution by the subtended solid angle of the portal. An added benefit of our rectification, however, is that the summed-area table enables integrating (in constant time) the total energy of the environment map visible through the portal from any shade point. We can therefore probabilistically select the portals for sampling proportionally to their total expected energy, thereby further reducing the variance. We refer to this as portal-visible energy selection.
Evaluation
We evaluate the benefits of our approach on two indoor scenes with distant environment lighting, and an indoor scene with rectangular lights with directional emission profiles. Figure 4: For scenes illuminated by environment maps, our technique provides the best RMSE (in parenthesis) compared to the three baseline methods. We show two zoom-in locations for each technique; please refer to the supplemental material for full-resolution images. Table 1 reports additional performance statistics for all tested scene-environment map combinations.
Distant Lighting. We compare the following baseline approaches for distant light sampling: 1) traditional environment map sampling; 2) uniform sampling of the solid angle subtended by the portal [UFK13] , with portals selected proportional to their solid angle; 3) techniques 1) and 2) combined using the one-sample MIS model with balance heuristic [Vea98] , to the following two variants of our algorithm: 4) our importance sampling, with portals selected proportional to their solid angle; and, 5) our importance sampling, with portals selected proportional to their portal-visible energy.
For each light sampling technique, we perform multiple importance sampling with one additional BRDF sample.
We tested these five approaches in three indoor scenes (Horse Room, Dining Room, Living Room) illuminated by three different environment maps (Ambient, Factory Hall, and Sunny Sky). We manually placed one portal behind each window, fully covering the window opening. The original environment map resolutions were 1500×750 for Sunny Sky, 1024×512 for Factory Hall and 1×1 for Ambient. We always evaluate radiance using the full-resolution versions, but resample each one to a 512×512 rectified summed-area table for the purposes of importance sampling. In all scenes, the precomputation per portal took 0.1 seconds or less and was insignificant compared to the total render time. Some of the scenes are shown in Figure 4 (please refer to the supplementary material for an exhaustive comparison). The insets depict the noise of each technique with 8 paths per pixel. Note that only our approach can handle all possible scenarios robustly, albeit at the expense of slightly higher sampling cost. We report the cost (normalized w.r.t. environment sampling) and various other statistics in Table 1 . In order to quantify the different noise characteristics and performance of all sampling techniques in a single representative number, we use the time-to-unit-variance (TTUV)-computed as the MSE × render time-as the primary metric for comparing the different methods. Since all the compared methods are unbiased and use i.i.d. samples, this product represents the time in seconds required to achieve an MSE value of 1. We report the TTUV ratio w.r.t. the baseline techniques as our effective speedup. Please see the supplementary material for images rendered using low-discrepancy sequences.
With portal-visible energy selection, our method is always better than environment map sampling (1.3-8.3× speedup) . Uniformly sampling the solid angle of the portal performs very well on the featureless Ambient environment map, where we perform roughly the same (0.9× speedup); however, with higher frequency environment lighting (Factory Hall and Sunny Sky) it becomes ineffective, and our method yields 3.3-1486× speedup. The solid-angle sampling is particularly problematic in regions which are directly illuminated (see the red insets for Sunny Sky in Figure 4) as it can sample the visible sun only by random chance. The MIS baseline technique is somewhat more robust than the other two in isolation, but our approach performs even better across all lighting and scene choices (1.2-4.9× speedup).
IES Rectangular Lights.
Importance sampling a rectangular light with a directional emission profile is a dual problem to sampling the environment map visible through a portal. Such light sources are popular since they allow artistic control of both the directional profile and the softness of the shadows (due to the finite area of the light). Applying our importance sampling to direct lighting from such an area light is straightforward: the area light corresponds to the portal and the emission profile to the environment map (sweeping the profile over the light is the same as centering the profile flipped at the shading location). Figure 5 shows the Cornell box with two such light sources where the radially symmetric directional distributions are defined with a 1×64 resolution image in spherical coordinates (resampled to 512×512 in rectified space). We can additionally leverage our probabilistic "portal" selection here to choose which light to sample based on the integrated profile visible through each area light. This greatly reduces noise in regions where the more distant light (w.r.t. the shading point) dominates the illumination due to alignment with peaks of the directional distribution. Using our technique reduces the RMSE of estimating direct illumination by a factor of 3.6. When including global illumination the RMSE still improves by a factor of 1.8.
Conclusion, Limitations & Future Work
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is practical and efficient, and results in considerable variance reduction compared to available techniques.
Jacobian and Area Preservation. Since our mapping does not preserve area, we currently account for this by premultiplying the resampled environment map by the Jacobian (illustrated in Figure 3 ). While this is approximately canceled out when dividing by the Jacobian in the solid angle measure PDF during rendering (Equation (12)), some care is needed to avoid numerical instability in the corners where the Jacobian approaches infinity. We did not find this to be a problem in our tests, but it is nonetheless an unfortunate nuisance.
Relation to Ureña et al. Our rectified coordinates share similarities with the parametrization proposed by Ureña et al. [UFK13] . Indeed, our angle α is very similar to their angle φ, but, while we parametrize the vertical axis with an analogous angle β, their second coordinate h can be interpreted as the vertical height in cylindrical coordinates. The effective difference between the two approaches is that theirs preserves area, while ours preserves axis-aligned straight lines.
Multi-Product Sampling. Our rectification implicitly samples the product of visibility and lighting by considering only the visible rectangular region. It may be fruitful to consider mapping other terms of the reflection equation-such as the BRDF, cosine term, or tinting texture on the portal-to rectified coordinates and handle the resulting, axis-aligned multiproduct e.g. using wavelet importance sampling [CJAMJ05] . 
